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Abstract— In the application of telemedicine, ECG signal is
transmitted to the Doctor end without any patient details. As a
result, confusion is arisen between signal and patient’s
identity. To avoid this confusion, ECG signals need to be
combined with patient confidential information when sent. A
typical ECG monitoring device generates massive volumes of
digital data. Huge amount of bandwidth is required for the
transmission of the ECG signal for telemedicine purposes.
This huge amount of bandwidth for the transmission of the
ECG signal can be avoided if the signal is compressed after
embedding the patient’s personal information within the ECG
signal. Since the ECG signal and the patient details integrated
into one, bandwidth for the transmission can be reduced in
telemedicine applications.
In this paper ECG signals are watermarked with patient
information using LSB watermark technique and compressed
the huge amount of ECG data using ASCII character
encoding in order to confirm patient or ECG linkage integrity
and reduced the bandwidth in telemedicine applications. The
whole module has been applied to various ECG data of all the
12 leads taken from PTB diagnostic database (PTB-DB) of
physioNet and gives a highly compressed result that can be
stored using far less digital space without distorting important
ECG characteristics and at the same time, embedded
information can be completely retrieved.
Keywords— telemedicine, watermarked, ASCII character,
PRD, SD, CR

I.

INTRODUCTION

Telemedicine is defined as the “use of computers and
telecommunications equipment to provide health care over
long distances” (Larkin, 1997). It can be beneficial to
patients living in isolated communities and remote regions,
who can receive care from doctors or specialists far away
without the patient having to travel to visit them [1].

Recent developments in mobile collaboration technology
can allow healthcare professionals in multiple locations to
share information and discuss patient issues as if they were
in the same place [2]. Remote patient monitoring through
mobile technology can reduce the need for outpatient
visits and enable remote prescription verification and drug
administration oversight, potentially significantly reducing
the overall cost of medical care [3]. Telemedicine can also
facilitate medical education by allowing workers to observe
experts in their fields and share best practices more easily
[4].
Although telemedicine clearly has a wide range of
potential benefits, it also has some disadvantages. The main
disadvantages are: a breakdown in the relationship between
health professional and patient; a breakdown in the
relationship between health professionals; issues
concerning the quality of health information; and
organizational and bureaucratic difficulties. On balance, the
benefits of telemedicine are substantial, assuming that more
research will reduce or eliminate the obvious drawbacks
[5].
Digital watermarking is a method to use for
authentication in telemedicine application. The purpose of
watermarking is hiding a message, called watermark,
related to a digital signal (i.e. an image, text, song, and
video) within the signal itself. It is a concept closely related
to steganography, in that they both hide a message inside a
digital signal. However, what separates them is their goal.
Watermarking tries to hide a message related to the actual
content of the digital signal, while in steganography the
digital signal has no relation to the message, and it is
merely used as a cover to hide its existence. Watermarking
is also called data embedding and information hiding.
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Throughout these techniques the embedded data will be
„invisible‟ to maintain the quality of the host data [6].
Although there is a large volume of works on watermarking
and steganography, not many researchers have addressed
issues related to ECG data. In [7], the ECG signal is used
as a secret data, and embedded inside medical images like
CT and MRI. Other researchers [8] implemented a wavelet
based watermarking technique for ECG signal. In [9],
authors proposed to insert an encrypted version of the
electronic patient record (EPR) in the LSB (Least
Significant Bit) of the gray scale levels of a medical image.
Similarly, in [10], propose a LSB technique where the host
image authenticates the transmission origin with an
embedded message composed of various patient data (e.g
ECG record), the diagnosis report and the doctor‟s seal.
The “Electrocardiogram” (ECG) as shown in fig 1 is an
invaluable tool used for the diagnosis and treatment of
various cardiac and other related diseases. The volume of
ECG data produced by monitoring systems can be quite
large over a long period of time. To deal with the huge
amount of electrocardiogram (ECG) data for analysis,
storage and transmission; an efficient ECG compression
technique is needed to reduce the amount of data as much
as possible while pre-serving the clinical significant signal
for cardiac diagnosis [11]. An effective data compression
scheme for ECG signal is used in many practical
applications such as ECG data storage, ambulatory
recording systems and ECG data transmission over
telephone line or digital telecommunication network for
telemedicine. The main goal of any compression technique
is to achieve maximum data volume reduction while
preserving the significant features and also detecting and
eliminating redundancies in a given data set. Due to the
diagnostic uses of medical data and since a small detail
may be very important, ECG compression techniques have
primarily focused on lossless methods.

Fig I: Normal ECG signal

ECG data compression algorithms have been mainly
classified into three major categories: 1) Direct timedomain techniques, e.g., turning point (TP) [12],
amplitude-zone-time epoch coding (AZTEC) [13],
coordinate reduction time encoding system (CORTES) [14]
and Fan algorithm [15]. 2) Transformational approaches,
e.g., discrete cosines transformation (DCT), fast Fourier
transform (FFT), discrete sine transform (DST), wavelet
transform (WT) [16] etc. 3) Parameter extraction methods
[17] are mainly based on linear prediction and long-term
prediction methods. In recent years, few mathematical
model based methods like Jacobi Polynomials [18],
Discrete Sins Interpolation (DSI) [19], Cut N Align Beats
(CAB) [20] approach, etc. are also reported.
There are extensive work on ECG data compression and
hiding patient information in ECG signals, but individually.
We propose a novel approach of doing both of the required
functions together. In this paper, we focus on how to
implant the patient personal information into the ECG
signal by LSB watermarking technique [9] and how to
compressed embedded ECG signal using ASCII character
encoding [11]. The proposed algorithm allows not only the
embedding but also the efficient retrieval of the embedded
data. After embedding the patient‟s personal information,
we compress the ECG data by characters encoding. The
whole compression scheme is such that the compressed file
contains only ASCII characters. In the reconstruction
module of the proposed scheme, using the reverse logic of
compression which is proposed in [11], original ECG
signal is brought back and using the reverse logic of „LSB
watermark technique‟, embedded data i.e. patient‟s
personal information is reconstructed. It is observed that
the proposed scheme achieves much better result as
compared to in [11].
II.

METHODOLOGY

The proposed scheme is divided into following five main
sections: (A) ECG data selection and Normalization (B)
Embedding patient‟s personal Information (C) Data
Compression (D) Data reconstruction (E) Patient personal
information retrieval. All these steps are explained
sequentially in the rest of the sections. The logic of ECG
data compression with embedding patient personal
information is written in the MATLAB 7.10a and the
following steps are involved:
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A. ECG data selection and Normalization:
The ECG signal which is taken from PTB diagnostic
ECG database from www.physionet.org as a „txt‟file is
copied into notepad and used as ECG data file. From this
file, only the „Voltage‟ values are taken which we intend to
compress. Since the sampling frequency of the input ECG
data is 1000 sample/sec, the “Time” axis can be easily
generated during data reconstruction. Hence concentration
is given only to compress the “Voltage” values discarding
the „Time‟ value. Suppose we have ECG data with N
voltage values in each of the 12 leads. To implement our
algorithm, we make a 2D array (ecg[i,j]) of each lead of the
ECG data of length (N/8) x 8. Say for example N is 4000,
and then the 2D array becomes 500 x 8 viz. 500 rows and 8
columns. Let as an instance Example 1, the content ecg[i,j]
array is as below, where i=1 and j=1 to 8.

Example 1:

For getting smaller numbers and consequently better
compression a difference array is constructed which
contains the difference of every ECG sample and it‟s
preceding except the first „„Voltage‟‟ value which is kept
unchanged. At the time of reconstruction, the first „voltage‟
value is essential otherwise data retrievals will not be
possible. Now, the sign of the every element of difference
array is checked. For every positive number, a binary zero
(0) and for every negative difference, a binary (1) is taken
as sign bit for that corresponding „Voltage‟ value. Decimal
equivalent of this binary string will be used as the sign-bit
of these corresponding eight „Voltage‟ values. Now the
sign bit is printed in the output file in its corresponding
ASCII character. After getting the sign-bit, all negative
numbers in the difference are made positive by multiplying
-1. Now each and every number in the difference array is
multiplied by 1000 because in standard ECG database and
also in PTB-DB, voltages are recorded up-to three decimal
points. During creation of the difference array and
amplification (multiplying by 1000), the first value of every
row is becoming high (possibly greater than 255) as it
remain unchanged during creation of difference array.

To bring this number in the range of 0-255, we divide
the number by 255 and keep the quotient at this (1 st
Column) position. The remainder is kept in the variable
„rem‟. A sample array after normalization is shown below:
c[1,1]

c[1,2]

c[1,3]

c[1,4]

c[1,5]

c[1,6]

c[1,7]

c[1,8]

0

2

5

14

0

4

7

15

Example 2

B. Embedding patient’s personal Information process:
The second phase of the proposed scheme is to embed
the patient’s personal information such as patient ID,
age and sex etc in to the ECG signal. The basic idea of this
process is to watermark the patient Id, age and sex into the
ECG signal by using the LSB watermarking technique [9].
For this we create a 1D array from normalized 2D array of
each lead of the ECG data. In such an array, we will embed
patient‟s personal information by watermarking
techniques.
The length of the patient Id is calculated firstly, and then
converted to its corresponding binary data form. This
binary data is embedded in the voltage values of the first
ECG lead using LSB embedding technique. As we are
using LSB technique, the possible change in ECG voltage
values will only be by 1 viz. increased or decreased by 1 or
will remain unchanged. Data bits will be scattered
throughout the remaining 11 leads.
This algorithm
involves the following steps:
1) Embedding the length of the patient Id in first lead: Let
the length of the patient Id or the number of characters is
12. The length of the characters is to be embedded in the
first lead i.e.2nd column of actual input ECG file. First, the
length of the embedded data (i.e.12) is converted to its
corresponding binary value i.e. „1100‟. These bits will be
embedded with original ECG signal in the interval of 8, i.e.
in 8th, 16th, 24th and 32nd position in first lead. Suppose the
four values of position 8,16,24 and 32 in lead 1 are 15, 10,
11, 4 respectively, then after embedding „1100‟ the result
will be shown below in example 3
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8th
16th
24th
32nd

15
00001111
00001110
10
00001010
00001010
11
00001011
00001011
4
00000100
00000101
A
B
C
D
A= actual data B= binary value of actual data
C= actual with embedded data. D= embedded data:

14
10
11
5

Example 3

2) Calculation of the length of patient age and sex:
Suppose the patient age is 65.Corresponding ASCII
character of age is „A‟, i.e number of character is one.
Similarly the number of character of patient sex is one. It is
either „M‟ or „F‟. So the total number of character for
embedding in the first lead i.e.2nd column of actual input
ECG file is length of patient Id plus two. Suppose the
length of the patient Id is 12 then total number of character
is 14 which are to be embedded in the first lead i.e.2 nd
column of actual input ECG file. At the time of
reconstruction, the length of the patient Id is essential
otherwise data retrievals will not be possible.
3) Embedded data generation: Let us describe now how the
embedded data is generated. Here, the patient Id, used in
PTB data base for each ECG file, patient age and sex are
considered as data for embedding in each ECG signal. Here
patient Id and sex both are in text format and patient age
has a numeric value. All these data‟s are converted into its
corresponding ASCII value. The ASCII value of each
character is converted to its corresponding binary form
with seven bits. Suppose the file name is „s0015lre.txt‟, and
used as patient ID which is of 12 characters; the total
number of bits that has to be embedded is 12*7 =84 bits.
Similarly, suppose the patient age is 65 and its
corresponding ASCII value is „A‟ and patient sex is either
„F‟ or „M‟. These two characters (i.e age and sex) again
converted to its corresponding binary form with seven bits
each. So, the total number of bits that has to be embedded
in ECG file is 98(ie, 84+2*7).
4) Calculation of the number of bits and interval for
embedding data: Let us describe now how to calculate the
number of bits of a particular lead for embedding data. For
this we scatter the embedded data bits in all the 12leads of
ECG data because embedding all bits in a particular lead
might increase the PRD of that lead. First lead is already
reserved for the length of embedding patient Id.

The number of bits to be embedded in remaining 11 leads
will be calculated by „Bitload1‟ and „Bitload2‟.The
equations are given below:
Bitload1=floor (TB/(TL-1)) ……...

(1)

Bitload2= mod(TB,(TL-1)) …...

(2)

Where TB is the total data bits and TL is the number of
leads for embedding. Suppose the total number of bits to be
embedded is 98 i.e TB=98 and number of leads for
embedding is 11 i.e TL = 11.Hence the corresponding
value of Bitload1 and Bitload2 will be 9 and 8 respectively.
So number of bits to be embedded in lead 2 to lead 11 is 9
and number of bits to be embedded in lead number 12 is 8.
Let us calculate now the interval at which these bits will
be embedded in the respective lead will depend upon the
first sign-bit of that respective lead. The interval for every
bit will be calculated by using following equation:
Interval = sign bit +50 + (8 – mod (sign bit, 8))… (3)
Here 50 is added as an offset because a situation might
arise where the sign byte for a lead is zero. By making this
offset we can be sure that the interval is always 50 and
above. Example 4 shown below, suppose the sign-bit of a
lead is 128 then Interval is 184 (ie, [128+50+(8mod(128,8))]) . So, the bits will be embedded at 184 th,
368th, 552nd…..etc positions. If the first sign-bit of a lead is
128, then the positions at which 8 bits will be embedded
are (1*184), (2*184), (3*184), (4*184), (5*184), (6*184),
(7*184), (8*184).
184
368
552
736
920
1104
1288
1472

46
20
3
26
110
5
21
49

00101110
00010100
00000011
00011010
01101110
00000101
00010101
00110001
A
B

1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
C

00101111
00010101
00000011
00011010
01101110
00000101
00010101
00110000
D

A: Actual data, B: binary form of actual data, C: Embedded data,
D: Actual with embedded data
Example 4

After the Text bits have been embedded in the leads,
again embedded array is converted to 2D array.
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C.

ECG data compression:
To compress the data, embedded integers are grouped
maintaining some essential logical criteria. Three types of
grouping are considered here as in [11] namely (a) forward
grouping, (b) reverse grouping, (c) no-grouping. Three
variables have been taken ( f : for forward, r : for reverse
and n : for no grouping position respectively, initialized
with zero (0)) for denoting the positions of these groupings.
Suppose the first pair of c[ ] array, i.e. c[1,1] and c[1,2], we
take the value “1” (which is the first position of the pair)
for denoting the grouping position. For all the other pairs
we take the value “1” (which is the first position of the
pair) for denoting the grouping position. For all the other
pairs we take the second position for denoting the grouping
position. For example in the second pair, i.e. c[1,3] and
c[1,4], we would take value “4”, for pairs c[1,5] and c[1,6]
we would take value “6” and so on. After all the pairs are
examined, we sum the values and store it in the respective
variable, for all three grouping procedure, initially „i‟ is set
to „one‟ and incremented by a factor of two.
For forward grouping, each number in c[i,j] array
position is multiplied by 100 and added with the number in
c[i,j+1]array position and checked whether the value is
less than 255, then this grouped integer value is printed in
character form. If forward grouping is not possible then it is
to be checked that whether any „(c[i,j + 1] *100) + c[i,j]‟ is
less than 255 or not. If so, then this reversed grouped value
is printed in character form. If both forward and reverse
groupings are not possible then, value at those positions are
left unchanged and both integers are printed separately in
character form.
Each set of grouped or not-grouped „Voltage‟ values
along with other necessary information (sign byte, f, r, n,
etc.) will be printed in the output file in ASCII character
form maintaining the following format.

Here, Data position holds the position where forward,
reverse and no grouping position ends. In the example 5,
mentioned below, the value of f=7, r=4, n=8 and data
position=9.sign bit=196 and rem=35.

Example 5

The above compression algorithm is executed iteratively
until all the ECG data contained in the input file are
become compressed.
D. ECG Data reconstruction:
The fourth phase of the proposed technique is the ECG
data reconstruction. After compression with embedded
data, it is necessary to decompress the data for retrieving
the original signal and patient‟s information at the
receiving end. For this purpose, a modified version of the
algorithm proposed in [11] is used to decompress the ECG
data in lossless manner. From the compressed data file at a
time one set of ASCII character is taken. There will be at
most 14 characters in a set. Equivalent ASCII values of
those characters are saved in an array and then
reconstruction algorithm is applied on those to restore
original eight „Voltage‟ values. The first ASCII value
among those contains the „Sign byte‟ of those eight voltage
values. Following ASCII values are the grouped / no
grouped integers, grouping positions, Data position and
„rem‟ respectively. All these are necessary to get back the
original eight voltage values. From the Example 5 we
know that, data position is 9, so, the 9th,8th and 7th are the
grouping position. The value of f=7, r=4, n=8 and sign
bit=196 and rem=35. Using the reverse logic of grouping
technique, the original eight voltage values are generated
and stored in an array , To obtain the actual value at the
first position, we need to multiply the value at first value of
the array with 255 and add the value of „rem‟ to it. In the
next step, the sign-bit will be converted into its
corresponding 8-bit binary equivalent. In the binary string
if any bit is „1‟ then the corresponding positional element
of array will be multiplied by (-1). This array contains the
reconstructed ECG voltage values.
E. Patient personal information retrieval:
The fifth phase of the proposed technique is to retrieve
the patient‟s identification from the reconstructed ECG
Data. This algorithm is the reverse logic of embedding
patient‟s identification.
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1) Calculation of the length of Patient’s Identification: As
during embedding, we have embedded the size of data in
the LSB of four values in 8th, 16th, 24th and 32th position in
first lead. We will calculate the length of the embedded
data (patient‟s ID) from the LSB identification of these
values. Suppose the four values of position 8, 16, 24 and 32
in lead 1 are 20, 2, 11, 3 respectively. They will be
interpreted providing the size of data embedded as:
20
2
11
3
Actual data

00010100
00000010
00001011
00000011
binary of actual data
Example 6

0
0
1
1
reconstructed data

From the above example 6, the length of embedded data
is „1100‟;its corresponding decimal value is 12, which
means number of characters (NC) is twelve characters.
Therefore the number of bits embedded will be NC*7,
which for the above example will be 12*7=84.
2) Calculation of the length of Patient’s age and sex: The
number of character of patient age is one and number of
character of sex is one which means that number of
character is two. Therefore the number of bits embedded
will be 2*7=14. So the total number of character for
embedding in the first lead i.e.2nd column of actual input
ECG file is length of patient Id plus two. Suppose the
length of the patient Id is 12 then total number of character
is 14 which are to be embedded in the first lead i.e.2nd
column of actual input ECG file. Therefore the total
number of bits which are to be embedded in the first lead of
ECG file will be (84+2*7) =98.
3) Calculation of the number of bits and interval for
embedding data: By reserve procedure as followed during
the embedding, we will calculate the value of Bitload1 and
Bitload2 by the equation:
Bitload1=floor (TB/ (TL-1)) ………….

(4)

………….

(5)

Bitload2= mod (TB, (TL-1))

Suppose, the total number of bits to be embedded is 98
i.e
TB=98 and number of leads for embedding is11 i.e TL =
11.Hence the corresponding value of Bitload1 and Bitload2
will be 9 and 8 respectively.

So number of bits to be embedded in lead 2 to lead 11 is
9 and number of bits to be embedded in lead number 12 is
8.
Now the interval at which these bits will be embedded in
the respective lead will depend upon the first sign bit of
that respective lead. The interval for every bit will be
calculated as:
Interval = sign bit +50 + (8 – mod (sign bit, 8))… (6)
If the first sign bit of the lead is 128, we add 50 to it
making it 178. The actual interval in this case will be next
multiple of 8 from 178, i.e. 184. For example7, mentioned
below, the intervals at which the bits are embedded in a
lead with sign byte 128 are (1*184), (2*184), (3*184),
(4*184), (5*184), (6*184), (7*184), (8*184).

Example 7

4) Recovering the Embedded Data bits and Text
reconstruction: In the previous step; for a particular lead
we calculated the interval at which the text bits have been
embedded. Following the reverse procedure of what we
applied during embedding, we will convert the value at the
intervals obtained into binary format and will store its LSB
for construction of the characters. The binary value will
again be converted into decimal for application of further
procedure. By iterating the procedure of LSB obtaining
method mentioned above for each lead as per Bitload1 and
Bitload2 values, we will obtain a 2D array of X*7, where X
will be the number of characters that were embedded.
Converting each row with seven binary values to
corresponding decimal value, we can obtain the character
which was embedded. (Every decimal value has
corresponding character is ASCII character set).The
character thus obtained is the data which was embedded.
Now, every number is divided by 1000. To get the
original, each number is added with the previous value. The
new values are stored in another array. This array is
identical to the original ECG voltage values.
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III.

MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE

The following measures are computed to evaluate the
performances of the proposed algorithm.
 The first parameter that expresses the effectiveness of a
data compression technique is the Compression Ratio
(CR).It is defined as below. The higher the value of CR,
the better of the performance of the compression
algorithm.

CR 

OriginalEC G data filesize
Compressed ECG file size

 The bit rate equals the inverse of the compression ratio.
It is also known as bit per bit (bpb).The main objective
of a data compression method is to achieve the lowest bit
rate.

bpb 

CompressedFile Size
OriginalEC GDataFileS ize

 It is also possible to express the compression ratio as a
percentage of the size of the original data. This measure
is called Compression Percentage (CP) and it is defined
as:

CP  (1  bpb) x100 (%)
Taking the ratio of compression 1:4 as an example, that is
to say that the original file is 4 times bigger than the
compressed one, the compression percentage would be
75%.
 Percent Root Mean Square Difference (PRD) is a
measure of error loss. This measure evaluates the
distortion between the original and the reconstructed
signal. PRD calculation is as follows:
n

PRD 100 X

( y
i 1

i

 yi )

n

y
i 1

Where
represents original signal samples and
represents reconstructed signal samples. The lower the
PRD, the closer the reconstructed signal is to the original
ECG data.
 Another numerical measure Quality Score (QS) was
pro-posed in [27] to quantify the overall performance of
compression algorithm. A high score of QS represents a
good compression performance.
QS 

CR
PRD

 The Standard Deviation (SD) of a data set is a measure
of how spread out the data is. The English definition of
the SD is: “The average distance from the mean of the
data set to a point”. The way to calculate it is to compute
the squares of the distance from each data point to the
mean of the set, add them all up, divide by (n-1) and
take the positive square root. It is calculated as below:

Here, the symbol X refer to the entire set of numbers, the
symbol n will be used to refer to the number of elements in
the set X and the symbol (said “X bar”) to indicate the
mean of a sample is, and will only give the formula:

It is a powerful statistics for comparing the degree of
deviation from one data series to another, even if the means
are drastically different from each other. The lower the
value of SD, the better of the performance of the
compression algorithm.
PRD, CR, BPB, CP, QS and SD obtained for Myocardial
Infarction and Normal patients are given in Table 1.

2
i
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Table 1

Fig 2: File name: S0027lre.txt (MI)

From the above table1, we can see that using the
proposed algorithm we can get average PRD of about
0.0045, average CR of about 7.33:1, average CP of about
86%, average QS of about 1608 and standard deviation of
about 0.00000077. Due to this lower standard deviation, an
excellent performance of the compression algorithm gets
raised.
Following figures (Figs. 2–5) shows the original (blue)
and reconstructed (green) ECG signals of 4‟s sample. Fig. 2
and Fig 3 are Myocardial Infarction (MI) ECG and Fig 4
and Fig 5 are Normal(N) ECG signal.

Fig 3: File name: S0025lre.txt (MI)

Fig 4: File name: S0480_re.txt (N)
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Fig 5: File name: S0464_re.txt (N)

IV.

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

Comparison of CR, PRD and QS of various lossless and
near lossless methods with the proposed method is given in
Table 2.
Table 2
Algorithm Name

PRD

CR

AZTEC [13]
Hilton [16]
Johan [21]
SPIHT[23]
Perceptual Masks[24]
Al-Shrouf [25]
Fira and Goras [26]
TP [12]
USZZQ and Huffman coding of DSM [27]

5.1
2.6
3.9
1.18
1.24
5.3
0.61
28
2.73

10
8
8
8
3.5
11.6
12.74
2
11.06

Wang and Meng [22]

1.6

12

S.K. Mukhopadhyay et al. LLEDCCE [11]
Proposed Method

0.023
0.0045

Fig 6: Comparison of CR with other algorithms

It is observed that the proposed method achieves a
relatively high CR (7.33) as compared to different methods
reported in Table 2. Though few methods achieve higher
CR than the proposed method but it has the lowest PRD
(0.0045). Due to this low PRD, an excellent QS value often
gets raised. So, CR and PRD of the proposed method is
comparable with the methods as listed in Table 2.
The figure 6 and 7 give the graphical comparison of
PRD and CR values of various algorithms with our
proposed method:

7.18
7.33

Fig 7: Comparison of PRD values with other algorithms
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V. CONCLUSION
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